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Specific benefits arise only through applications – and these are
tailor-made in each and every train. In addition to the classic
connectivity solutions, smart solutions are becoming increasingly
important.

This special edition of tec.news for the railway sector endeavors
to provide impulses for innovative connectivity in applications,
thereby generating ideas for solutions that we’re looking to create
together with you.

So let's do some good things together and talk about them. I hope
you enjoy your reading.

Yours sincerely,

Let’s do
good things
and talk about it!

Rail vehicles move people, goods and products – quickly and
safely, and over long distances. Rail transport has a future. Rail
networks are being expanded all over the world, and investments
are being committed in terms of equipment, comfort and safety,
as well as in more and more entertainment and information of-
ferings for trains. The reason? Customers are demanding more
and more.

The development of railways and the promotion of modern rail-ba-
sed transport systems always represents a commitment to clima-
te protection, too, as well as being an ideal case for sustainability,
a model for combining economy and ecology.

As a result, for decades we’ve been committed to this market and
have advanced connectivity solutions with passion, innovation
and know-how.

Dear customers and business partners,

Philip Harting,
Chairman of the Board

tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | EDITORIAL
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Imagine the railways in the near future as the result of the innovations
co-developed by HARTING: trains are constructed of lightweight materials
and they are energy-efficient. They make use of intelligent equipment and
innovative traction and breaking systems. Trains are even safer, since they are
closely monitoring themselves as well as the track. Vehicles are also much
more comfortable, than today, meaning that passengers manage to get a
seat even in the busiest train service.

A CHANGING
RAILWAY MARKET

Levon Altunyan, Industry Segment Manager Transportation,
HARTING Electric, Levon.Altunyan@HARTING.com
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nology (PIT) field. The outcome is clear:
there is a shift from standalone, simple au-
dio and visual displays towards multimodal
integrated systems that keep passengers
informed, safe, and entertained all along
their journey in public transit systems (be
it in metro trains, commuter rail, station
platforms, buses, or bus shelters). Thus,

higher bandwidths are key to success.
Operators want to achieve higher service
levels (availability, punctuality) in order to
be competitive with other modes of trans-

In many countries, operators need to se-
cure revenues and resources in a deregu-
lated market. In order to survive compe-
tition from other transportation modes,
they need to keep a low cost of operation.
Furthermore, they must ensure a safe, ac-
cessible and barrier-free trip in an increa-
singly automated train operation. Thus, a
cyber-safe transport system is required. In
addition, passengers want to keep a con-
tinuous contact to their family, friends,
loved ones or colleagues during the trip.

All these needs in combination with the
digitalisation trend have inspired the evo-
lution in the Passenger Information Tech-

port. Finally yet importantly, CO2 emis-
sions have to be reduced as we all need
greener transportation systems.

Railways are highly automated. Real-time
traffic management and train monitoring
help optimising the performance of the
entire network. Furthermore, preservati-
on of interoperability over time is here also
in the years to come. Therefore, modular
pre-defined and validated components for
network and on-board devices are requi-
red.

It is all
about capacity!

tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | STRATEGY

INCREASED
DATA

TRANSMISSION

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

THROUGH WEIGHT
REDUCTION

EASY
HANDLING

HARTING SOLUTIONS

APPLICATION SEGMENTS

TRENDS IN THE RAILWAY INDUSTRY
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Our requirement was to provide high-performance Ethernet. The pain
point were 2 x 10 Gbit backbones both using ring topology networks
to be fitted into one jumper cable and into another environment with
limited space. The Han-Modular® Hinged Frame in combination with
the data transmission modules and the M12 connector are the ideal
solution for this application.

DATA INCREASE

Shane Duffy, Head of Supplier Management and Business Development,
Porterbrook Leasing Company Limited

Interested in more information about trends in the railway industry?
Read the detailed article at www.tecnews.digital/en/innotrans

specifications, HARTING lays the founda-
tions of the communication link in rolling
stock and on track applications. In addi-
tion, the offering of unmanaged switches
and jumper cables supports data ex-

change and provides additional flexibility.
Furthermore, the Big Data transferred via
physical links like connectors, cables, or
switches can be aggregated and proces-
sed on MICA®. The possibilities given by
HARTING’s open hardware and software

platform enable digitalisation in multiple
directions. MICA® mediates between the
data protocols of different systems, provi-
ded by numerous (sometimes even legacy)
suppliers. Furthermore, it permits the im-
plementation of predictive maintenance
applications. The specially created “MICA.
network” platform enables the user com-
munity to interact and collaboratively
develop new ideas and services.

Recently, the most dominant technological
trend in the railway sector is digitalisation.
New technologies, such as autonomous
electric vehicles as well as disruptive
high-speed solutions, bring new oppor-
tunities. A clear focus is placed on smart,
interconnected, and multi-modal mobility
products. Continuous technological de-
velopment in the industry is targeted at
improving interoperability, reducing ope-
rational, and maintenance costs.

HARTING stands for connectivity in the
form of components and system inter-
faces as well as smart solutions such as
MICA® that enable digitalisation. Starting
with cutting edge heavy-duty components
(Han® Gigabit Module) and complete cab-
le harnesses (Cat. 7A), based on customer

The most dominant
technological trend
in the railway sector

is digitalisation.
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Digitalisation in the railway market improves energy efficiency and passenger comfort.

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF AN INTERCONNECTIVITY
COMMUNICATION LINK WITHIN A TRAIN.

MICA Ethernet Switch
eCon 4000 Device Interface Jumper Cable Harness

with Data transmission connectors
Special

Ethernet Cable

tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | STRATEGY



INTERVIEW AXEL SCHUPPE, VDB

Dipl.-Ing. Axel Schuppe,
born in Berlin in 1963, completed his
studies in electrical engineering and
information technology at TU Chem-
nitz. Prior to becoming Managing
Director of the German Railway Indus-
try Association (VDB) e.V. on April 1,
2005, his professional career took him
to AEG-Westinghouse, Adtranz and
Bombardier Transportation.

DIGITISATION –
SETTING THE COURSE
FOR EFFICIENCY GAINS
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tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | STRATEGY

The potential and challenges presented by major trends such as
digitisation, automation and lifecycle services are being discussed
across sectors and have made inroads in the rail industry as well.
In this context, tec.news talked to Axel Schuppe, General Manager of
VDB (Verband der Bahnindustrie in Germany) about developments,
perspectives and goals for Germany and German-speaking regions.

tec.news: Rail is a system that, to put
it simply, consists of vehicle and infra-
structure. What about the digitisation
of the infrastructure?

A.Schuppe: This really is a particular
challenge that we have to face and one for
which persuasive political work is highly
sought after today. Our rail vehicles in Ger-
many are for the most part more innovati-
ve than the infrastructure on which they’re
operated. Infrastructure is funded by the
state. Digitisation costs money and brings
huge economic effects. It’s important to
develop financing instruments and a legal
framework in order to make a technologi-
cal hub. But the lead times of ordinance
and legislative changes are enormous.
It’s clear that there is a great potential to
increase efficiency here. Nevertheless,
there are very positive examples, e.g.
subway line 3 in Nuremberg, which runs
fully automatically, even in mixed operati-
on. Here you’ve got a system that’s been
implemented within an existing infrastruc-
ture and that allows normal driving and
fully automatic operation. Likewise, the
high-speed line Berlin-Munich, which was
put into operation at the end of last year,
where the trains can virtually run without
signals along the route with the modern
ETCS control system.

tec.news: Currently, digitisation and
its associated paradigms are ubiqui-
tous. What are the perspectives in the
railway industry? What is the current
state of things, and how do you see
things developing?

A.Schuppe: We see the first steps in this
direction in instances where availability is
a service that’s sold in the railway indus-
try. This type of train operation is already
customary in England but is still in its in-
fancy in this country. A prime example for
us is the Rhein-Ruhr-Express. The main-
tenance contract put out to tender by the
transport association includes the incen-
tive "availability guarantee" for the trains.
The business model thereby includes the
provision of a guaranteed service, trains
that are always functional. This particular
point has unleashed innovation in terms
of digitisation. A "digital twin" of the train,
a digital depiction parallel to the real train
on the rails, knows about the train’s state
at all times, so that maintenance or repairs
which become necessary can be optimally
scheduled by the train operator virtually
"unnoticed”.

orders of magnitude more efficient. This
entails many advantages. However, we
operate in a fairly sensitive environment
where the security of IT solutions has the
highest priority – so this poses a challenge
for us as well.

tec.news: Predictive maintenance, the
recording of key status or condition
data, etc. – service functions in the
railway sector are nothing new. Is a
technological transformation also oc-
curring here, in the age of Industry 4.0?

A.Schuppe: Correct, those types of
lifecycle services and service orientation
have long been relevant for railways and
coupled with the technology lifecycle.
Even going back to the development of
the first generation of ICEs, data collection
and retrieval played an important role in
our segment – using proprietary techno-
logies. Now, in the age of IoT, IT standard
technology is available that is simpler and

Even going back to
the first generation of
ICEs, data collection

and retrieval played an
important role.
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A CLEAR
RUN WITH
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Olaf Wilmsmeier,
Business Development Manager,

HARTING IT Software Development,
Olaf.Wilmsmeier@HARTING.com

How is train equipment serviced? How does a
train location system work? UHF RFID technology
is today’s buzzword and is becoming increasingly
important when it comes to improving these
routine activities.

Olaf Wilmsmeier,
Business Development Manager,

HARTING IT Software Development,
Olaf.Wilmsmeier@HARTING.com

Interested in more information
about RFID in the railway sector?
Read the detailed article at
www.tecnews.digital/en/innotrans

When it comes to train maintenance and
servicing, every minute counts. A train
being serviced is a train that’s not availa-
ble to customers – and one that has a sig-
nificant impact on costs. There’s no doubt
that if a train or tram is to function reliably
and safely, regular maintenance intervals
are essential. The various components of
a train have different maintenance cycles
and must be maintained by specialised
professionals. And of course, such main-
tenance work must be planned so that
the train is available on time for its next
deployment.

So why not speed up these processes by
automatically identifying the train and all
its important components – e.g. the axles
and individual carriages – upon entering
the maintenance area? Engineers and/
or train drivers are also notified of criti-
cal parts that require maintenance due
to their current condition. This saves on
expensive working hours since technici-
ans focus on the parts that actually need
servicing.

With special robust HARTING transpon-
ders (IP69K), for example, different com-
ponents of a train can be clearly identi-
fied. Based on a combination of extensive

know-how of the railway market and in-
depth knowledge of UHF RFID, individual
solutions can be implemented. Reading
distances of up to several meters at a
train speed of over 200 km/h are feasib-
le. With special antennas and a pre-tested
UHF reader based on the EN50155, the
entire RFID system can be adapted to suit

the application. For example, the creation
of reading zones was revolutionised with
a newly launched UHF RFID antenna that
is as flexible as a coaxial cable. These
LOCFIELD® antennas could permit smart
shelves, which are detection systems for
interaction events, to be implemented
easily and affordably – a helpful way to
track spare parts in service centers.

However, such RFID systems only make
sense if it is possible to connect to a type
of backend system such as the main-
tenance database. The interplay of infor-
mation-type identification and associated

maintenance instructions provided by
the backend system improves the over-
all maintenance process. Ultimately, the
result can be focused on improving the
quality of maintenance while reducing
the time required for overall maintenance
work.

If a train or tram
is to function reliably

and safely, regular
maintenance intervals

are essential.

tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | STRATEGY



TECHNOLOGICAL
LEAP

JUMPER CABLES

THROUGH COMPLEX
REQUIREMENTS
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Cabling solutions in the area of carriage connections, so-called jumper
cables, literally get the whole thing rolling. In the past, these cables ensured
the robust, reliable transmission of power and signals from one part of the
train to the next. Today additionally the requirements have become much
more complex. Passenger information systems, entertainment and WiFi
electrical systems must also be distributed securely and without interference.

Matthias Wiehe, Head of Global Project Engineering Transportation, M&R, Automation,
HARTING Customised Solutions, Matthias.Wiehe@HARTING.com

Interested in an application about jumper cables? Read the
detailed article at www.tecnews.digital/en/innotrans

The appropriate development and en-
gineering services are required from the
outset for these types of complex struc-
tures. From planning to coordination and
implementation – HARTING Customized
Solutions (HCS) supports customers
worldwide with complete project manage-
ment, from customer inquiry to series pro-
duction. Based on the extensive connector
portfolio for the three industrial lifelines
of Data, Signals and Power, as well as the
modular structure of the Han-Modular®

interfaces, separable and permanently
installed solutions can be found for all re-
quirements.

Future requirements, e.g. demand for
higher data transmission and the increa-
sing number of entertainment systems,
are met by the appropriate choice of
transmission systems. Future-proof
solutions make it possible to be equipped
for the latest technical standards for the
duration of the vehicle's lifecycle. Selec-
tion of the correct cables, protection/
fastening/panel feedthrough designs,
as well as the consideration of current
railway standards, form another part of
HARTING's service offering.

The company’s in-house quality and tech-
nology centre also carries out market and
customer-specific tests. Quality is also the
top priority here: whether for the electri-
cal, climatic and vibration requirements
typical for connectors or for the special
requirements resulting from the movement

of vehicles towards each other – e.g. the
cable assemblies must survive several
million movement cycles.

Bundling development activities creates
uniform manufacturing and approval stan-
dards that can be defined for production

sites all over the world. Ever more complex
requirements in this market can only be
met by using clear structures and uniform
procedures.

International projects bring with them a
wide variety of requirements, and these
are not always just technical in nature.
Economic and cultural as well as legal pe-
culiarities need to be reconciled in order
to find exactly the right solution. Once the
framework conditions have been set, the
consideration of the cost and time require-
ments for project implementation and clo-
se coordination with the customer come
first. Here, the entire connectivity portfo-
lio of the HARTING Technology Group and
the competence of the respective busi-
ness units worldwide are accessed. Ma-
nufacturing processes can also be rolled
out globally.

Bundling
development activities

creates uniform
manufacturing and
approval standards.

tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | APPLICATIONS



IRIS (INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY INDUSTRY STANDARD)

On June 1, 2017, the new IRIS Certification™ programme with revision
03 entered into force. The programme consists of three elements: IRIS
Certification™ rules, ISO/TS 22163 and the IRIS tools. The changes fo-
cus strongly on demonstrating the supplier’s capabilities to customers
by using robust processes in consistent manner. This means delivering
products that meet and even exceed customer expectations – an absolute
necessity in the highly competitive rail sector.

IRIS
CERTIFIED

The new ISO/TS 22163 and the IRIS certification play a central
role in this and constitute the current state of the art in terms of
pragmatic regulation to ensure the satisfaction of all stakehol-
ders. To validate the new IRIS certification assessment metho-
dology, e.g. new performance assessment, customer perception
and stricter evaluation criteria, four test-runs (“dry-runs”) took
place under real-world conditions.

As the first IRIS-certified company in the world and as a member
of the IRIS Steering Committee, it was natural for HARTING to
make its contribution by participating in the dry-run audits for
the new ISO/TS 22163. Shortly before, the new ISO 9001:2015
and the new IATF 16949:2016 were introduced in many organisa-
tional units of the company through intensive training and work-
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Andreas Moschinski,
Junior Expert Q-System & -Methods,

Corporate Quality Management,
Andreas.Moschinski@HARTING.com

shops – an important and helpful measure for implementing the
new requirements. The dry-run audit made it possible to identify
the need for action and to implement the changes.

While the IRIS assessment has so far focused exclusively on the
enablers, i.e. concentrating on the documented processes and
procedures, a second important focus was brought into play: the
results of these efforts or their achievements. It is no longer suf-
ficient to structure processes comprehensively and in line with

It is no longer sufficient to
structure processes comprehen-

sively and in line with quality.

quality in order to achieve an IRIS rating of over 80%. In the future,
the required success must be documented: process performance
evaluations must show which quality-relevant requirements have
been placed on HARTING by rail customers in contracts, orders
or other agreements, and how the company has monitored and
improved these quality requirements via suitable key figures. This
is a promising approach that has already been cemented into
place at HARTING based on EFQM assessments.

tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | STRATEGY



Han® GIGABIT MODULE CAT. 7A:

Finn Timmermann, Product Manager,
HARTING Electric, Finn.Timmermann@HARTING.com

HIGHER
DATA RATES
IN TRAIN COMMUNICATION
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On track for
increased data
volumes.

Rail vehicle construction is seeing steadily growing demand for
interfaces with high data transmission rates. Leading manufac-
turers are slated to use transmission Cat. 7A interfaces for their
infotainment in future. This will allow them to increase the im-

munity to interferences for the growing flow of data for WiFi on
board trains. Designing the interfaces as efficiently as possible
makes them a sound investment for the future, since data traffic
in railway systems is expected to continue to grow.

This conversion effort has seen HARTING supplement the ca-
tegory 6A components of the Gigabit module with components
that meet category 7A. As a result, the connector is no obstacle
to expanding bandwidths. All links in the chain – connectors,
wires, and peripheral devices – must be up-to-date to properly
build a Cat. 7A channel. The Han® Gigabit Module Cat. 7A enables
the future-proof design of modular interfaces for data commu-
nication. A revised shielding concept has also improved signal
integrity. HARTING is thus a pioneer when it comes to converting
to the standard Cat. 7A. To date, HARTING is the only supplier of
industrial connectors that offers modules for data transmission
in this frequency range.

The Han® Gigabit Module Cat. 7A
enables the future-proof design
of modular interfaces for data

communication.

tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | SOLUTIONS



WEIGHT REDUCTION

Martin Štajgr,
Head of Development, ČMŽO-Elektronika

“Thanks to the Han-Eco® connec-
tors, locomotives are more reliable
and have lower maintenance and
service costs.“

Levon Altunyan,
Industry Segment Manager Transportation,
HARTING Electric, Levon.Altunyan@HARTING.com

CONNECTORS
IN THE TRAIN:
TIPPING THE SCALES

Increased energy efficiency and weight reduction feature as major trends
in the rail vehicle construction sector. Manufacturers are striving to minimise
energy consumption per passenger kilometre. These benefits cost efficien-
cy and climate protection, and balances out the increase in weight due to
ever-expanding data communication – passenger information systems and
entertainment offerings, etc. – inside and outside the trains.

CONNECTORS IN RAILROAD ENGINEERING:

But how do we improve rail vehicle energy
efficiency? Alongside aerodynamics and
drive unit efficiency, weight has an import-
ant part to play: lightweight construction
and regenerative braking alone can reduce
energy consumption by approximately
25% per passenger kilometre for trams.
This is compared to figures for previous
systems.

Connectors can make a measurable con-
tribution. By switching from metal to pla-
stic, we have been able to reduce connec-
tor housing weight for trams and trains by
around 50 % between one generation and
the next – this is the significant differen-
ce in weight between the Han® B alumini-
um die-cast and the Han-Eco® B plastic
housing (for the same size). The potential
savings obviously seem low compared to
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Current trends such as modularisation
and miniaturisation are opening up new
potentials in many areas. HARTING is
also responsible for the take-up and im-
plementation of these trends when it co-
mes to heavy-duty connectors. The use of

smaller, occasionally modular connectors
allows several functions to be brought to-
gether in less space. This does not just
reduce the proportional weight of the
connector, but the space requirement,
too. This offers customers greater flexibi-
lity and is one more way to reduce costs
in this area.

HARTING has continued developing its
High Pressure Railway (HPR) housing ran-
ge in recent years, making it possible to in-
corporate more connectors within a single
housing. One of the biggest HPR housings,
the Han® 34 HPR, will now take up to four
650 A high-current contacts or twelve
individual Han-Modular® modules. In the
past, it took two housings, each fitted with
six individual Han-Modular® modules, to
deliver comparable data supply.

Another HARTING solution that can help
with weight reduction in the rail sector
is the Han® 22 HPR Slim motor connec-
tor – its flat, compact shape making it
particularly suited for use in underfloor
areas. Miniaturisation has made room for
four contacts in the connector – without
compromising performance.

Manufacturers are
scrutinising the design

of their rail vehicles
ever more closely.

the overall weight of a train, but manufac-
turers are scrutinising the design of their
rail vehicles ever more closely – always
looking for further opportunities to impro-
ve. Because the number of connectors
used in trains rises, their proportion of the
overall weight is also increasing.

tec.news special InnoTrans 2018 | SOLUTIONS

Weight reduction by plastic connectors

Light weight
connectivity for all
requirements.



The topic of weight has always drawn major interest in the vehicle manufactu-
ring sector. No less so ever since people have become more aware of energy
consumption and environmental degradation. Put in pragmatic terms, a heav-
ier vehicle weight also burns up more energy in order to accelerate and ends
up simply costing the operator more money to boot. In modern trains, count-
less kilometers of wiring installed for on-board and entertainment systems
also result in considerable weight. Here, too, there is enormous potential for
savings.

DIET FOR
ON-BOARD ELECTRONICS

Matthias Fritsche, Product Manager,
HARTING Technology Group,
Matthias.Fritsche@HARTING.com

how many millions of kilometers a passen-
ger train travels during its lifetime.

Since more and more cabling for on-board
electronics and entertainment systems
is being installed in modern trains, the

Every gramme that needs to be accelera-
ted and decelerated thousands of times
during a vehicle's life consumes energy.
Vehicle weight plays an important role
even for passenger and freight trains
weighing up to several thousand tonnes.
Given such sizes, it would be easy to
think that a few kilograms literally carry
no weight. However, the potential energy
savings become clear when one imagines

A heavier vehicle
weight also burns up
more energy in order

to accelerate and ends
up simply costing the
operator more money

to boot.

weight of installed connectors and cab-
les is also increasing. In order to simul-
taneously save weight and still be able
to handle the same amounts of data, in
future HARTING will rely on Ethernet over
Single Twisted Pair and small plug-in T1
connectors. For cable lengths up to 40
meters, under IEEE 802.3bp (1000 BA-
SE-T1) 1Gbit/s can be transmitted, while
the cable length is about one-third less
than conventional 8-wire Ethernet cable.
A commercially available Ethernet cable
with four wire pairs for 1/10Gbit/s Ether-
net weighs about 45 kg per kilometer.
However, a single-pair cable with the same
bandwidth weighs only 30 kg per kilome-
ter. Since several kilometers of cable are
installed in the cars of passenger trains
alone, just to leave out locomotives or
railcars, there is a significant potential in
vehicle weight.

According to calculations by rail-
way operators, this results in more
than 10,000 euros savings per kilo-
gram over an average service life of
40 years.

What other advantages does SPE
offer on rail? Read more at
tecnews.digital/en/innotrans

SOLUTIONS
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Travelers expect high-performance infotainment
systems on trains, as well as fast and reliable
internet access. Consequently, railway operators
are faced with the challenge of expanding their
capacities and adapting existing rolling stock to
the wishes of their users. In other words, the data
infrastructure must become more powerful.

THE TRAIN AS A
MOBILE WORKSTATION

Effective immediately, M12
sockets can also be connected
via preLink®. The newly designed
sockets can be used as a loose
cable coupling or as a housing
feed-through and screwed secu-
rely. The new preLink® printed
circuit board socket also enables
the connection of pre-assembled
preLink® cables directly on the
printed circuit board. As a result,
there is no need for a permanent-
ly detachable connection to a
housing via connectors, Ethernet
connections can be quickly and
cheaply brought directly to the
circuit board.

Matthias Fritsche, Product Manager,
HARTING Technology Group,

Matthias.Fritsche@HARTING.com

IN SHORT

Flexible connection
technology with invest-
ment security

Cost-optimised cabling
solution

Absolutely reliable
assembly process

Time savings through
use of prefabricated
cable sections

preLink® and EtherRail® cables make it possible

faces with the always identical preLink®

connection technology offers unique fle-
xibility and investment security, in particu-
lar for the long service periods in railway
technology. At the same time, the system
simplifies assembly, making it faster and
more reliable.

The central component of the preLink®

system is the termination block that ma-
kes it possible to effect the cable connec-
tion quickly, simply and reliably. The small
size of the preLink® contact block makes it
possible to pre-fabricate data cables out-
side the carriage and then install them.
For pull-through, a minimum hole dia-
meter of only 12 mm is sufficient. After
the cables have been laid, the appropri-
ate connector is assembled, depending
on the network device to be connected.
Both RJ45 and M12 D- or X-coded connec-
tors (socket or pin) are available for this
purpose. This unique diversity of mating

With the preLink® system and EtherRail®

cables, which are specially designed for
railway requirements, data networks in
trains and buses can be securely built and
made future-proof.

The system
simplifies assembly,
making it faster and

more reliable.
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EASY HANDLING

SIMPLE
ASSEMBLY

Interior fitting work in locomotives and train cars is not always easy
given the tight space conditions. Cable ducts and wall ducts are often
just as difficult to reach as the interior of control cabinets.

Matthias Fritsche, Product Manager,
HARTING Technology Group,

Matthias.Fritsche@HARTING.com

Sandro Dobler, Head of Electric Installation Planning, Stadler Bussnang AG

We have been working with HARTING for 20 years now. The
reason is that we have the same quality awareness and we
both always want to achieve the best for the product. Thus, we
have great benefits in tests: We do not have to adapt, we do
not have to connect every single contact to the test computer.
We only have to mate the connector, which is certainly much
faster. This also means less inspection effort.
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Interested in the possibility of technically upgrading older vehicles?
Then read more at www.tecnews.digital/en/innotrans

If connectors for data technology also have to be mounted
with tools, as is usually the case with M12, the connection of
20 ports on a switch can quickly become a test of patience. In
order to simplify assembly and service and make it more reliable,
HARTING offers assembly workers real relief with its PushPull
solutions.

Due to the high demands imposed on resistance to shock and
vibration, railway manufacturers also rely on particularly robust
solutions when it comes to connectors. In order to permanently
secure them, they are usually screwed, which requires the use of
tools. However, if there is barely any space to insert a screwdri-
ver or accommodate a wrench, the assembly quickly becomes a
trial of patience. Now if 20 ports on a switch have to be mounted
under unfavourable space conditions or in an uncomfortable wor-
king position, installation personnel are happy to if this work can
be simplified in any way whatsoever. For this reason, HARTING

now also offers M12 circular connectors with PushPull locking.
For device connection technology there is also the easy-to-use
PushPull system in the rectangular connector variant 4. Whether
M12 or variant 4, all of them make the safe transmission of power,
signals and data up to Cat. 6A no problem at all. The advantage of

all PushPull connectors is their tool-free installation, regardless
of whether round or square PushPull connectors are used. They
are simply grasped and plugged. An audible “click” alerts the
assembler that they are securely locked and correctly connected.
The connection is simpler, faster and absolutely vibration-proof.
Click&Go!

The advantage of all
PushPull connectors is

their tool-free installation.
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Easy handling
solutions are
child‘s play.



In order to galvanically separate the high voltage differences bet-
ween the drive and drive con-trol of locomotives, optical fibers
are used for signal transmission. For safety reasons, these links
in locomotives are often redundant in design. This leads to a dou-
bling of the necessary optical fibers. For example, a three-phase
motor alone requires 6 controller boards (2 IGBTs per phase).

To date, each optical fibre has had its own transceiver connector
on the controller and driver board, an unfavourable circumstance
in the event of servicing since optical interfaces are sensitive
and many individual interfaces have to be carefully connected.
In addition, the entire con-troller board must be replaced in the
event of damage. This represents a considerable amount of time
and money.

Working in tandem with established rail vehicle manufacturers,
HARTING has developed the solution of a transmission principle
that sees the transfer of the transceiver of the controller board
into a plug-in module and thus integrates the optical interface ba-
sed on the principle of "electrically plugged and optically transmit-
ted". For electrical plugging and as a system housing, HARTING
uses solutions from the DIN 41612 series that meet the railway
industry's stringent requirements in terms of robustness, EMC
and shock and vibration (IEC 61373).

The multifibre module enables the customer to simultaneously
contact up to 16 optical chan-nels in the smallest possible space.
As a result, installation and service can be simplified and shorte-
ned. The integration of the optical interfaces into a quick-change
connector makes the service of the controller boards being used
faster, easier and less expensive.

In railway engineering, IGBT semi-
conductor elements control high-
performance electrical drives who-
se control for the required galvanic
isolation is effected via plastic
optical fibers (POF). However, the
solution to date is space-intensi-
ve and sensitive. Here, HARTING
offers users a new, miniaturised so-
lution in IGBT control which makes
handling much easier. By employing
electrical connection and optical
transmission, HARTING combines
the advantages of two transmission
technologies.

NEW PATHS
IN DRIVE CONTROL:
ELECTRICALLY PLUGGED –
OPTICALLY TRANSMITTED

Rainer Bussmann, Produktmanager, HARTING Electronics,
Rainer.Bussmann@HARTING.com

SOLUTIONS
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Flexibility is all the talk in modular installations. For example,
connectors in the control cabinet on the line need to be quick
to install, easy to replace and easy to troubleshoot. HARTING
meets these requirements with the Han® ES Press.

Han® ES Press – CONNECT
QUICKLY AND BRIDGE CONTACTS

Tool-less quick-release technology, based on the proven
cage clamp: 50 % time savings for a reliable, vibration-
proof connection

Use of plug-in jumpers directly on the insulating body:
longitudinal and transverse bridges for potential multi-
plication, star and delta connections

Simplified troubleshooting in assembled state: easily
accessible measuring point in the opening of the plug-in
jumpers

Compatible model variety: Han® ES Press can be combi-
ned with the Han E®, Han® ES and Han® ESS series. Avai-
lable versions: 6, 10, 16 and 24 for the housing sizes
Han® 6 B, 10 B 16 B and 24
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